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Main factors in forming the identity of a place through
the development of cultural heritage:

• identification of the distinctive cultural characteristics
of a place,

• role and importance of those characteristics on cultural
and economic development, and

• implementation of a common effective strategy with
various specialized actions, in order to create a high
degree of cultural competitiveness and also positive
impacts

LOCAL IDENTITY OF A PLACE 

AND CULTURAL HERITAGE



CULTURAL HERITAGE

Cultural heritage includes a great variety of tangible and 
intangible assets that can be an important factor in shaping the 
identity of a place, therefore it is vital to preserve, develop and 
promote these assets towards sustainable development

PLACE MARKETING

Place marketing is particularly appropriate for places that are not
so widely known, but have rich cultural heritage and in particular
specialised cultural assets, such as industrial heritage, maritime
heritage, local cuisine/products/gastronomy, sports events,
leisure facilities and cultural festivals. It is also an innovative tool
for local authorities and agencies and can form the basis of a

sustainable development strategy of an area.



CULTMARK OPERATION

CultMark (Cultural Heritage, Local Identity and
Place Marketing for Sustainable Development)
operation was initiated in 2004 within the
European Union INTERREG IIIC inter-regional co-
operation programme, in order to address the
issues of local identity and cultural heritage in
practice with place marketing strategies.

The CultMark hypothesis is that local identity and
specialised cultural heritage can contribute to
sustainable development through place marketing
innovations.



CULTMARK PARTNERSHIP

 Municipal Enterprise for Planning, Constructions and           
Development of Nea Ionia, Magnesia, Greece, Lead Partner

 Chester Canal Partnership, Chester, UK (5 partners)

 Kainuun Etu Oy, Kainuu, Finland

 City of Rostock, Germany

 State Technical Museum, Wismar, Germany

 Pafos Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Pafos, Cyprus



KAINUU, FINLAND

Kajaani, Vaala

NEA IONIA, VOLOS, GREECE

PAFOS, CYPRUS

ROSTOCK-TLM, GERMANY

CHESTER CANAL PARTNERSHIP

Chester City Council

Chesire County Council

Boat Museum

Ellesmere Port

British Waterways

CULTMARK PARTNER’S 
AREAS



CultMark Operation main objectives:

 The promotion of heritage as the main production factor of the local and
regional economic and cultural development.

 The promotion and support of the investment climate of the cities and their
regional contexts.

 Global promotion and support of the image of the area.

 The connection of place marketing with spatial development.

 The promotion and support of the representation of common development
interests.

 The promotion and support of the local 'knowledge' and skills.

 The development of innovative place marketing strategies.

 The development of both common and distinct demonstration actions, mostly
on the ground pilot projects, supporting the place marketing strategies in each
partner's area.

 Provision and diffusion of knowledge and 'know-how' to the actors of the

participating cities, encouraging entrepreneurial capacity.

CULTMARK 
OBJECTIVES



The expected results of CultMark Operation:

 To bring out regional cultural identity and specialized cultural
heritage by focusing on the distinctive cultural ‘goods’ of each
place

 Enforcement of the capacity of places to attract, serve and
meet the demands and perceptions of specific and high quality
potential target markets

 Involvement of local people and businesses to promote a sense
of place though the construction of local cultural identity

 Effective contribution on both local and regional economic and
cultural development.

CULTMARK EXPECTED 
RESULTS



CULTMARK OUTPUTS

For each partner:

•Development of a Place Marketing Plan for the promotion of 
cultural heritage and local identity of a place/city/region

•Development of a Public Relations Plan and a Communication 
Strategy 

•Plans that could be immediately applied by at local level



CULTMARK DEMONSTRATION 
ACTIONS

Common elements in the demonstration actions:

•Industrial and maritime heritage (Nea Ionia, Rostock, Chester)

•Industrial heritage related museums (Silk Museum in Nea Ionia, 
Boat Museum in Chester, State Technical Museum in Wismar, 
Museum Complex in Rostock)

•Sports and event tourism (Nea Ionia Olympics 2004 football 
preliminary stage, Rostock Hansesail 2005)

•Festival tourism (Pafos Aphrodite Festival, Nea Ionia Rock and 
Blues Festival)

•Local cuisine/gastronomy (Nea Ionia, Kainuu, Pafos)

•Visitor Information Centres and materials (Nea Ionia, Pafos, 
Kainuu)

Unique elements that can function as “branding devices”



DEMONSTRATION 
ACTIONS 

NEA IONIA, MAGNESIA, GREECE
OBJECTIVE PILOT ACTION

Promotion of 
Silk Museum

1. Study for the Museum

2. Production of Video     

documentary

3. Signing

Promotion of 
Olympic City 
Image & 
Legacy

1. Visitors Information 

Centre

2. Sculpture for Olympics 
2004 commemoration

Promotion of 
Local cuisine/ 
gastronomy

1. Promotion of traditional 
“tsipouradika” 

2. Tasting events

Promotion of 
Asia Minor 
Traditions

1. Local Orchestra Concerts 

2. Traditional dances

Painting 1. Painting Exhibitions

2. Production of  Art Guide

Festivals 1. Rock & Blues Festival   



DEMONSTRATION 
ACTIONS 

CHESTER CANAL PARTNERSHIP, UK
OBJECTIVE PILOT ACTION

Development 
and Promotion 
of the leisure 
canals

1. Improvement of the 

infrastructure

2. Production of promotional 
material: CDs and DVDs

3. Events for students and   
disabled persons

4. Website development

5. Canal Festivals

6. Educational/oral history   

workshops

7. Development of the 

Canalside Trail

Promotion of 
the Boat 
Museum

1. Photo Exhibitions

2. Leaflets



DEMONSTRATION 
ACTIONS 

KAINUU, FINLAND
OBJECTIVE PILOT ACTION

Development 
and Promotion 
of the most 
northern castle 
in the world

1. Book for  Kajaani 

Castle; 

2. Production of Video     

documentary

3. Signing

4. Visitors Information 
Centres

5. Music Events

Promotion of 
Local Cuisine

1. Testing Events

Promotion of 
Cross-roads of 
civilisations

1. Contribution to setting 
up and operating Oulu 
River Centre in Vaala; 

2. Music events



DEMONSTRATION 
ACTIONS 

ROSTOCK-TLM, GERMANY
OBJECTIVE PILOT ACTION

Industrial and 
Maritime 
Traditions

1. Study for the Museums 
Complex in Rostock

2.  Production of Video     

documentary

3.  Signing 

4.  Shipbuilding museum re-
opening

Hansesail Event

1. Marketing material for 
Hansesail 2006

2.  CD-ROM "A virtual walk 
through Rostock" 

3.  Flyers

Kinetic Art

1. Exhibitions 

2. Workshops 

3. Advertising brochures, 
advertising campaign

4. book "Art in Public Space" 

TLM Museum 
development and 
promotion

1. Museum Study

2. Exhibitions



DEMONSTRATION 
ACTIONS 

PAFOS, CYPRUS

OBJECTIVE PILOT ACTION

Signing of St. 
Paul’s Trails

1.Development of the  

concept of St. Paul’ s 
Route

2. Production of promotional 
material (CDs, DVDs, 
leaflets)

3. Signing of the Trails

4. Presentation to the public

Promotion of 
the area

1. Tourism Strategic Study 
for Pafos

2. Visitor Information 
materials inc. DVD video

Promotion of 
Aphrodite 
Festival

1. Contribution to Aphrodite 
Festival 2005 promotion 
with partners 
participation

2. Promotion in 
International Exhibitions



THE INTERREGIONAL COMPARISON METHODOLOGY

1. Problem addressed

2. Strategy 

3. Focus of the strategy within the project context

4. Rationale for selecting the strategy focus

5. Specific demonstration event and actions

6. Content building, sustainability and long term 
reinforcement of the regional/local identity

7. Support actions to the demonstration event

8. Monitoring and evaluation

9. Challenges and legacy



Chester Nea Ionia Kainuu Paphos Wismar Rostock

Problem addressed Attracting more residents and visitors 

to under valued historical sites all 

through the year 

Non-valuated cultural and 

historical heritage

Regional tourism attractiveness not strong enough to 

Finnish and EU visitors; cultural heritage not valuated 

yet.

Specialisation and imporvement 

of quality of regional tourism 

attractiveness

Diversification of the traditional economy and 

improvement of regional attractiveness to 

residents and visitors

Strategy Adding more value to already valued 

heritage; reinforcing spatial 

continuity; overcoming barriers to 

access.

Development and information 

actions, as basic steps for 

valuation of said heritage

Cultural tourism concept with EU relevance (Kajaani 

Castle and Tar Route) which integrates the region, 

allows long term systematic development actions; and 

may be easily accepted by tour operators for 

marketing.

Promotion of a cultural tourism 

concept promoting religious 

tourism (St Paul's Route in 

Cyprus).

Valuation of the marine tradition of the city's 

economy, and identification of a spatial 

stepstone cultural axis (centre - IGA gardener 

exhebition fields) in Rostock, meaningful and 

dynamic enough to develop cultural tourism 

for the city and to stabilize 

Focus Valuation of the Canal Corridor for 

local residents and visitors including 

socially excluded groups.

Promotion of a Silk Museum  

(industrial heritage of Nea Ionia) 

Integration of unexplored Kainuu destinations into 

international tourism itineraries; through the creation 

of a new tourism package targeting historical and 

cultural tourists 

enrichment of Paphos cultural 

assets; promotion of the 

exsisting assets

Setting-up of the 

museum at a new 

location, marketing 

for the museum 

Integration des neuen Standortes (IGA-

Maritimmuseums) in "Kultur-und 

Tourismusmarkt" better visibility of existing 

assets; Ausbau von Synergien zu Kloster zum 

Heiligen Kreuz; Grundsätzlich: Aktivierung der 

Museumspotenziale des gesamten 

Standortes; dazu M

Rationale Canal Corridor: an undervalued 

resource

 with sustainable recreational 

potential

need to valuate the industrial 

heritage of Nea Ionia

Place marketing strategies contributing to the 

integration into international tourism itineraries of 

Kainuu destinations insufficiently promoted  (Kajaani 

and Vaala)

necessity to promote the unique 

cultural assets of the region; to 

add value to what is offered. 

Location assessment 

and place marketing

to actualise location and concept of marine 

museums and additionally: new situation: 

changed focus of activities to high-quality 

tourism promotion

Demonstration

 event

Canal Festival, 

completed summer 2005

Silk Museum Testing of new tourism product,

 summer 2005

St. Paul itinerary; events 

connected with Aphrodite

Ongoing kinetic art 

exhibitions. 

The demonstration action "Hansesail 05" was 

changed (see statement to Manos of Febr. 

23rd, 2006) into implementing actions that 

serve to improve the marketing of high-quality 

touristic events. Two main fields of activity 

Content building Enriching archives: preserving the 

memory of the Canal in everyday life 

Restoration works

1st study about Silk Museum Book with English summary on Kajaani Castle; 

Contribution to setting up and operating Oulu River 

Centre in Vaala; Musical composition dedicated to 

river Oulu. 

Primary and secondary research 

on cultural market placing 

strategies, action plan for 

regional market placing

Studies, visitor 

interviews, non-

visitor interviews and 

development 

strategies

Content development and translation of book 

"Art in Public Space" with English Summary 

and CD-ROM "A virtual walk through Rostock" 

in German and English, Flyer for Scandinavian 

Tourists. Preparation of the Museum Night

Support actions web site; theatrical performance co-

ordination with other events; 

interpretive material including cd rom, 

interpretive map, educational pack 

and video.

Information Kiosk; e-City Guide; 

web site; local food(on line 

registry of recipes and 

promotion), promotion of local 

"tsipouradiko" ; dissemination 

activities: participation in 

European Championships Men's 

Food; Souvenirs

cd rom; fliers; co-ordination with other events (poem 

week theatre, Kuhmo Music Festival, …)

web site, cd rom, advertising 

material, promotion through 

fairs and exhibitions

workshops with 

exhibitions

 (kinetic art), 

exhibitions with 

events, advertising 

brochures, 

advertising 

Production of book, CD-ROM and flyer 

Research with regards to City Marketing, 

implemented by the university of Rostock. The 

pilote marketing plans will be validated.

Actions web site

cd rom, video, events and festival 

preparation, educational/oral history 

workshop, digitalised archive and 

general publicity.  

Canalside Trail Leaflet and 

preparation for Inland Waterways 

Association event. 

Information kiosk (visitors 

information centre), e-City 

Guide, web site;  local food and 

gastronomy; promotion of local 

"tsipouradiko"; dissemination 

activities (press and visit of 

international team of mayors, 

August 2004;participation in 

European Champi

Film; theatre, lectures, and music events focusing on 

Kajaani Castle anniversary, 

Decisions for souvenirs (T shirts and handicrafts);link 

to Salmon Tour project for Vaala activities (Oulu river 

Centre, and musical event); planning Oulujoki Centre 

and tes

advertising material (Paphos 

information package), 

participation in international 

fairs, evaluated offers for web 

site and cd rom; phase 1 of 

primary research. 

workshop and 

exhibition kinetic art 

(part I), studies 

together with 

University of Wismar 

with regards to 

marketing strategies, 

interviews are being 

implemented at 

Museum concept is ready. Museum ship is 

better visible through signposting. Key players 

of culture and tourism networked. 

Shipbuilding museum was re-opened. Book, 

flyer and CD-ROM are produced. One Museum 

Night was successfully implemented

Challenges There is a need to continue to 

promote the Cultmark project which 

has required further events, activities 

and publicity material beyond period 

1) Kajaani highlight

2) Accessibility costs

The new museum is 

still in the planning 

phase.

Confronting parties on administrational and 

political level still prevent the persuasion of a 

unified strategy. Some activities were delayed 

or changed due to a change in political 

CULTMARK project Component 4 Demonstration actions 

DEMONSTRATION 
ACTIONS MATRIX



CONCLUSIONS

Cultural Heritage is an important factor in creating the local 
identity of a place

There are elements that can function as “Branding Devices” for 
places and should be exploited 

The implementation and continuation of the pilot actions in each 
partner contributes to the  enhancement of the image of the place 
and the attractiveness of the region

The next steps should include a learning and feedback process, 
as well as consultation and cooperation with local authorities and 
authorities

The promotion of local identity and cultural heritage in an 
interregional operation supported by the European Union has 
given the opportunities for less well-known Municipalities and 
Regions to implement pilot actions that would not otherwise be 
possible 


